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ABSTRACT
Current demands on communications facilities are necessitating
conversion of existing single channel circuits to high speed, on-
line encrypted, multiple channel circuits for military usage.
Limited allotted frequencies and expensive cables require user
sharing of most circuits, requiring selection methods to enable
terminal equipment of the desired addressee. A selective call tele-
type device capable of operation at any commonly used speed, con-
structed with microcircuits, was designed and built to provide the
terminal selection capability required in the multiple circuits.
Small size, weight, and power requirements and the high reliability
possible with microcircuits make a unit of this type attractive for
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1. Introduction.
Since the advent of landline teleprinter operation in 1§&9,
with a loop between New York and Philadelphia, this method of com-
munication has come into widespread use. There were many difficul-
ties in the early years, most of them mechanical. By 1906 Joy Martin
and Charles L. Krum of Chicago had developed a simpler and more
dependable machine and subsequently formed the Morkrum Company.
But it was not until 1915 when the Associated Press decided to try
the Morkrum machine that the company made any profits. By this
time Edward Kleinschmidt had developed another teleprinter and
formed his own company. Eventually, in 1925, the Morkrum and
Kleinschmidt companies merged and in 1930 were bought out by the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. Agreements eventually
ran out and Kleinschmidt is now back in competition with Teletype
Corporation. The Teletype Corporation of Chicago registered the
trademark "Teletype" in 1925 and, although the word "teletype"
has come into universal use, the lawyers of this huge company still
get very unhappy when the first letter is not capitalized when
appearing in print.
In 1931, nationwide use of teleprinter operation really got
its start with the advent of "TWX" service by AT&T. It wasn't
until World War II that radioteletype came into worldwide use by
the military, all the signal services using it. The Navy called
it RATT (Radio TeleType) and the Army called it SCRT, short for
Single -Channel Radio Teletype. It was simple frequency-shift key-
ing of high power transmitters and dual diversity reception on
long-haul circuits that carried the heavy burden of military
traffic to far-flung fronts. Its performance in the face of
extremely long hops, interference, and poor propagation conditions
bought it a permanent place in the art of communications.
Since the War there has been a relentless increase in Che
amount of message traffic handled by radio-teletype and land-
line circuits, both for civilian and military purposes. The large
quantities of military messages have necessitated the requirements
for multi-channel circuits for cross-country and inter-continental
transmission, and even these circuits are heavily burdened. Quick
reaction times and the desire on the part of command to be imme-
diately informed of world-wide events, coupied with the staggering
amount of classified material in the Nuclear Age, have caused world-
wide military use of "on-line" teleprinter operation wherein all
messages are electronically encoded and decoded to eliminate the
painstaking and time-consuming manual operations previously required,
In view of the number of terminal points for teleprinter
messages it was early decided that relaying of messages would have
to be done to allow economical feasibility. Prior to 1959, military
message relay was accomplished by manual operation at various relay
points. In the majority of instances incoming t-raffic at a relay
station was examined to determine that station's responsibilities
for further routing. The delivery of a message sometimes required
multiple copies to be made, manually, for transmission on a number
of circuits to protect delivery to all addresses. In addition to
being time consuming, this procedure allowed human errors that
sometimes produced late or non-deliveries - an intolerable action
in a process having reliability as its main guideline. To aid in
the battle against time and reduce substantially the manual opera-
tions and subsequent possible errors in handling, an automatic
switching and teletype routing system for intra-continental use
was introduced into the Naval Communications System in 1959.
Aided by electromechanical units supplied by Western Electric.
Western Union, and ITT, these systems now permit cross country
routing of messages without benefit of human intervention at a
speed of 100 words per minute. Routing indicators inserted at
the beginning of the messages are utilized by the machines to
determine the proper path for transmission and internal circuitry
permits selection of that path and subsequent transmission.
Multiple addressees are permitted and handled as an integral part
of the system. A brief description of this system will serve as
background material for possible uses of the selective call device
which is the subject of this report.
2. 82B1 Switching System
The 82B1 switching system receives messages from an origi-
nating station, temporarily stores them, and then relays them to
outgoing lines leading to the proper destinations. These functions
are carried out automatically and, except for improperly prepared
messages, need no human intervention. Incoming messages arrive at
100 words per minute (wpm) and are "read" by decoding circuitry
which automatically translates the various combinations of letters
into control functions. The "reading" function is performed by a
mechanical unit attached to a teleprinter reperforator on the in-
put line. When a character has been "read" by this unit, a series
of relays is activated to perform the desired control function,
which is dependent on the position of the letter in the message
heading, and the actual letter itself.
Although a number of auxiliary functions are performed by
this equipment, such as error checking of the heading, and message
priority recognition, the basic purpose remains the onward routing
of the message. To accomplish this function each cabinet of the
82B1 system contains approximately 1000 relays, occupies a con-
siderable amount of space, and requires about 1.5 KW of primary
power for operation.
With these considerations in mind, it was believed that the
82B1 system could be greatly simplified by use of an integrated
circuit selective call device and research in this area was con-
ducted by the author. Although it appeared that the most critical
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portion of the machine, the unit that "reads" the incoming tape,
would be a prime target for replacement by an electronic unit, the
reverse was discovered. The "reader" unit was found to be an
integral part of the tape reproduction equipment for temporary
storage and thus required for a multiplicity of purposes, thereby
being unsuited for replacement.
While it is true that many, if not all, of the relays in the
system could be eliminated by solid state devices, inherently
reducing size and power requirements, it was found that a complete
revamping of the system would be required in order to effectively
utilize the selective call device to be described in this report.
Thus, the substitution of electronic components as originally en-
visioned appears to be entirely impractical. Furthermore, late
in the preparation of this report it was discovered that the 82B1
system is to be phased out of service by the middle of 1966, being
replaced by a system dubbed AUTODIN, making any consideration of
improvement of negligible value.
Although the selective call device was originally envisioned
as, and designed for, a replacement of the 82B1 call decoder, it
was soon apparent that this was a very limited application for
such a device. The discovery of unsuitability for utilization in
the 82B1 system was, therefore, not a discouragement but rather
a stimulus to proceed with investigation of the system's uses in
other areas. Following sections of this thesis describe those
applications.
3. On-Line Broadcasts
In addition to the possible uses in landline teleprinter
operation as an electronic selective call device, it is believed
by the author that another, more widespread, utilization of the
unit could result in shipboard communications improvement. A
monetary savings could also be effected by the elimination of a
number of requirements necessitated by present procedures.
The area of Fleet Broadcasts is of primary concern in this
respect. As in the early days of Naval Communications, the broad-
cast method of dessimination remains the primary method of delivery
to ships at sea, and, barring unforeseen developments, will remain
so for a number of years. Vast improvements in recent years have
changed the broadcasts from the early days of strictly CW keying
to encryped, on-line, multiple channel, lOOwpm transmissions with
fantastic capability. Of course, this has been necessitated by
the equally fantastic increase in the traffic volume. In spite
of the decreased manual operations required of the shipboard com-
municators in this area, it is felt that further decreases with
no decrease in performance may be readily obtainable.
Because of the increased message handling capability of the
broadcasts and subsequent increased number of messages trans-
mitted, the task of wading through the masses of incoming material
to each ship in order to recover the correspondence addressed to
a particular command has multiplied. An aircraft carrier requires
a minimum of two men working full time to monitor the various
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broadcasts it guards in order to keep up with the hordes of in-
coming messages, a large portion of which are not intended for
that ship. A number of printer machines are running continuously
at 100 wpm to reproduce the incoming material; machines that
require constant maintenance, necessitating the skill of trained
technicians. To ensure that each ship receives the messages
intended for it, all are required to maintain a complete file of
all messages sent over the broadcasts it guards, thus requiring
storage space, a costly premium on a small ship.
Perhaps the major problem incurred by the present day scheme
in the breakdown of the age-old military "need-to-know" regula-
tion in connection with classified material. Under the old system
each ship was required to decrypt its own messages by hand, and
was prohibited by regulations, and the encryption process itself,
from decrypting messages for which it was not the intended ad-
dressee. But, with the addition of on-line, automatically en-
crypted and decrypted, broadcasts of secret and lower classified
messages to all ships at sea, plus special circuits capable of
Top Secret transmissions, the military operations of the present
day are displayed in newspaper form in the radio room of every
ship of the line. In spite of security precautions the "need-to-
know" adage completely falls by the wayside in such a situation.
To overcome some of these problems, in particular the latter,
the following system, using the selective call device to be des=
cribed in this report, is presented. Under this system each ship
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guarding a particular broadcast would submit its guardlist,
usually consisting of a relatively large number of calls, to
the station originating the broadcast. These guardlists would
be entered into a computer memory in blocks designated indivi-
dually to each ship. All incoming traffic to the broadcast
station required to be transmitted over the broadcast would be
examined by the computor to determine which ships require each
message. A leader for each message would then be automatically
prepared, by the computor, with the proper routing indicators to
enable a selective call device on each ship to recognize the
messages intended for it.
Utilizing such a scheme, the burden of screening the messages
would be removed from the shipboard operators and placed upon the
much faster and completely tireless computor. Further, and pos-
sibly more important, the now prevalent fleet-wide dissemination
of classified traffic would be drastically curtailed. It follows
that the requirement for all ships to maintain a complete file of
broadcast numbers would have to be relaxed when such a system was
used.
This raises a question as to how each ship would know it had
missed a message because of equipment problems or poor propagation
conditions. Also the procedure of procuring missing numbers from
ships in company would no longer be possible, except in rare
instances.
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However, it is believed that these problems can be overcome.
The missing message problem can be resolved by programming the
computor to serialize the broadcast to each ship, as well as by the
total number of messages. Further programming could result in
automatic resumes being sent periodically throughout the day. Thus,
if a ship receives a serial number out of order, or by use of the
resumes determines it has missed a message; it need only attempt
to acquire that number from ships in company or send a service
message for that particular message to the broadcast station, and
not for a string of messages as is the usual case when the broadcast
is lost for a period of time. In spite of the requirement for each
ship to service directly the broadcast station in most instances,
it is felt (without, however, actual data to support such feelings)
that the total number of re -runs would be reduced below the number
now required by ships servicing for a series of missing numbers.
It is realized that other problems would need solving prior
to the institution of such a procedure. Neglecting those concerned
with the mechanics of operating the computor and associated equip-
ment, which may be solved without undue difficulty, there remains
the problem of selling such a system to those personnel required
to operate it. Primarily there is the problem of the small ship
that receives relatively little traffic but must constantly guard
the broadcast. Failure to see the traffic being printed continuously
might lull the operator into forgetting the broadcast entirely, thus
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allowing the signal to drop out and all future messages to be
lost. Safeguards against such a situation would have to be insti-
tuted. In this case an indicating device attached to the broad-
cast decryption circuitry might be useful to warn the operator
of impending trouble. Of course, a defeat switch on the selec-
tive call device could be utilized to enable the operator to
ensure proper tuning of his equipment and in period of extreme
difficulty, to monitor all traffic as is presently done, to
guard against missing required information.
No consideration has been given to the circuitry required
at the broadcast station for such a system. The shipboard re-
quirements are simple and, utilizing the selective call device to
be described, easily attached to existing equipment.
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4. General Description of Unit
The selective call device described in this report is a fully
electronic unit utilizing integrated circuits throughout, possess-
ing low primary power requirements, small physical size, and
capable of high reliability. The test model was constructed using
Fairchild Semiconductor Micrologic industrial microcircuits which
are available at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School for student
use. Amplifying information concerning these logic building
blocks is contained in a succeeding section of this report and in
Appendix 1.
The device is intended for operation on a land -line or radio-
teletype circuit to automatically activate the receiving printer
machine when the proper sequence of letters has been received. No
auxiliary equipment is needed for use on a single channel land-line
using DC keying but a regular signal converter such as the AN/URA-8
or similar decoding equipment is required to translate the incoming
signals to an on-off DC signal prior to entry into the selective
call device if used on a multichannel land -line or a radio circuit.
The on-off teletype signal is passed into the selective call device
which acts as a further decoder to activate subsequent equipment.
Although the test model was wired to operate as a 60 word per
minute, three letter call, selective call system, minor modifica-
tions, described later, permit any desired speed, up to the inherent
two megacycle limitations of the Fairchild elements, to be realized.
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Further additions of stage circuitry permit any desired length
of call signs to be recognized without modification of preceding
stages. Even though described as a "selective call" device, it
is necessary that provisions be included for de-activation of pre-
viously selected equipment. Presently, a series of four N's is
utilized to indicate "end of message" and could also be used by
this device if four additional stages are incorporated in the unit,
Because of the basic design of the system, in which all
timing and control functions are performed by a portion of the
circuitry independent of the character recognition circuitry, it
is with relative ease that recognition stages can be increased or
decreased as desired.
The device consists of an internal timing system that is set
into operation with the reception of the teletype start pulse, and
character and sequence recognition stages. Each incoming teletype
character is treated independently, allowing for both manual and
machine sent traffic. Reference to Figure 1, the overall block
diagram of the unit, will aid in the comprehension of the unit's
operation. The incoming start pulse of each character opens, by
action of a mono-stable multivibrator, one side of a dual gate to
allow the basic square wave signals from an oscillator to enter
the unit. The oscillator frequency is divided by 32 and fed into
a shift register and "6" counter for further processing. At a
60 wpm speed the "6" counter activates the remaining side of the
oscillator input gate to permit the basic timing signals access
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to the five divider stages after the mono-stable flip-flop returns
of the off state, closing one side of the gate. The "6" counter
holds the gate open until it returns to its original state at the
end of the five information pulses of the teletype signal. Out-
put pulses from the divider stages cause pulses to be emitted
from the shift register in the center of each teletype character
pulse section. These five pulses are used in the recognition
stages for comparison with the incoming signal.
If the first incoming letter is the desired character the
first stage recognizer opens a gate allowing the next character
to be examined by the second stage. Succeeding signals are treated
similarly, if received as desired. If, however, an incorrect
signal is received, a pulse from the "6" counter, inhibited when
the correct signals were received, resets all the stages to their
interrogation condition, and the unit resumes looking for the
entire required sequence. In addition to turning on the external
printer when the last letter of the required sequence has been
received, a flip-flop is set to close the teletype input gate to
the call recognition stages. This prevents following characters
from knocking down the set-up accomplished by the correct call
sequence.
At the conclusion of the message the sequence of four N's
is received, interpreted by similar recognition circuitry as used
for the call and the unit is reset to resume call interrogation.
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5. Fairchild Micrologic Circuits
As previously stated, the basic circuits utilized for the
construction of the selective call device were the Fairchild Semi-
conductor industrial microcircuits. These circuits were designed
for a wide variety of commercial industrial equipment operating
over a temperature range of 15 to 55 degrees Centigrade. Charac-
terized by very low propagation delays and low power consumption,
these circuit elements, rated at a two megacycle speed, are well
suited for this type of application.
As furnished by Fairchild, the circuits are a set of compatible
integrated logic building blocks requiring only interconnection
for operation. The elements are manufactured by a planar epitaxial
process in which all the necessary transistors and resistors are
diffused into a single silicon wafer. The individual RTL gates
within the logic blocks are interconnected by metal over oxide.
Elements used in the construction of the Selective call unit
were JK flip-flops, three input Nand/Nor gates, two input Nand/Nor
gates, inverters and buffers. Depending on the logic used the
gates may be considered Negative -Nand or Positive -Nor in logical
operation, a common practice used when designing with transistor
gate circuits. The buffer element is essentially an inverter but
has low output impedance and is useful for driving heavy loads,
or capacitive loads such as in line driver applications.
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The JK flip-flops are particularly well suited in this ap-
plication and enable ease of construction. Complementation of
the elements requires both the set and reset inputs to be held
at zero potential while the complementation input is undergoing
a positive to zero transition. A positive voltage on the set
input results in a positive voltage on the "1" output terminal
while a positive level on the reset results in a positive voltage
on the "0" output terminal. Application of a positive pulse to
the preset input causes a zero voltage to appear on the "1" output
terminal. These characteristics have been used to advantage in
this unit.
All the elements utilized in the selective call device were
3.6 volt devices, none having a power dissipation greater than
54 milli -watts. Current requirements for the basic timing circuits
and the three character recognition sections built was 1.5 amperes
from a regulated supply, indicating the need for a supply capable
of furnishing three or more amperes for a complete unit that would
recognize a four to seven letter call plus the end of message
indicator group. Thus power requirements are relatively low, being
less than 20 watts.
Since the elements are rated at a two megacycle speed, they
operate well at the low speeds inherent in the teletype process.
Although the unit built was designed for 60 wpm operation (because
available printer machines operated at that speed) or approximately
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45.5 cycles per second, minor component changes will permit opera-
tion well beyond the speed of present-day commonly-used Teletype
machines. No experimentation has been done with this unit in the
range of very high speed teletype for lack of suitable high speed
machines, but it is felt that the Fairchild Micrologic circuits
lend themselves to high speed operation in this circuit with no
basic circuitry changes, other than one-shot dwell times.
Characteristics of the various elements utilized in the con-
struction of the unit are described, with individual circuit sche-
matics, in Appendix 1. Full engineering data is not included
because, while Fairchild circuits were used, it is realized that
a number of manufacturers have similar lines of elements, all of
which could be integrated to obtain a similar finished product.
Special circuitry, such as astable and monostable multi-vibrators
may be easily obtained by suitable interconnections of the various




The prime design requirements self imposed by the author on
the selective call device were reliability, adaptability to speed
changes, and ease of integration into existing systems. Of equal
importance was the desire to attain these goals with as simple
and straight forward circuitry as possible.
Utilization of the integrated circuits was beneficial in
obtaining the desired reliability and also aided in the attainment
of relatively straightforward circuits. Standardization in cir-
cuitry was a desired characteristic of the unit and, as stated
earlier, was attained by use of five basic Fairchild circuits.
Adaptability to speed changes and ease of incorporation in
existing circuits presented the major problems. The latter was
met by designing the unit as an independent device that can be
connected in the DC line between a Teletype converter and printer
machine. Thus, the DC line, consisting of two wires, is broken
and the selective call device inserted. While not shown on the
schematic circuit for this unit, a relay or similar device would
be used to turn on the printer's motor upon receipt of the required
sequence of letters.
The capability to adapt to speed changes was required not
only by the desire to use the unit at tape sent speeds of 60, 75,
and 100 words per minute, but also to allow the possibility of
manually keyed signals, which have a random rate, dependent on the
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operator's ability. Recognizing that each individual letter is
sent at a preset speed, regardless of the operator's speed (within
the overall speed capability set by the mechanics of the machine)
allows both the tape sent and manually keyed transmissions to be
successfully decoded. Each letter is treated individually, with
the characteristic start pulse used to trigger the necessary timing
circuits, the only portions of the device that required modification
for speed changes. The device examines each letter and the preced-
ing letter or letters which have been stored in memory circuits to
recognize the desired sequence. It is capable of picking this
sequence from a continuous series of letters requiring no signal
to preset or activate it for operation. The only requirement to
ensure proper operation is that the first letter of the sequence not
be preceded by the same letter.
Circuit details on the following pages describe the internal




A 2910 cps (60 wpm) square wave oscillator with a positive
pulse amplitude of one to three volts provides the basic internal
timing signals for the shift register, "6" counter and recogni-
tion elements in the selective call unit. Operating continuously,
it is gated into the remaining circuits upon reception of the
teletype start pulse and gated off by action of the "6" counter at
the end of each character. To ensure rapid rise and fall times
for the proper operation of succeeding circuits, the oscillator
output passes through a buffer stage. If, however, the oscillator
was an integral part of the circuitry, as would be the case in pro-
duction models, rather than a separate oscillator as used in the
prototype, the buffer stage could be eliminated.
Input Gate
The oscillator is gated into the remaining circuitry through
a double gate which is triggered open by the teletype start pulse
and held open during the period of each teletype character by
internal timing circuits. When the start pulse arrive on the
input line, it triggers a monostable flip-flop, with a period of
30 milliseconds, which opens one of the paralleled input gates.
22 milliseconds after the beginning of the start pulse, the
internal "6" counter, previously set to the 000 state, changes
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state and opens the other paralleled gate, thus allowing the
oscillator to continue feeding into the unit after the initial
30 msec allowed by the mono-stable unit. It continues to provide
timing signals until the "6" counter (132 msec after the start
pulse is received) returns to the 000 state, at which time the
input gate is closed, preventing further oscillator input until
the next character is received.
Changing the basic teletype speed would require only a modi-
fication of the monostable multivibrator on-time in this section
of the circuitry.
Binary Down Counter
When the input gate has been opened by the 30 msec flip-
flop the 2910 cps square wave from the oscillator enters a five
state binary down counter, which divides the input frequency
by 32. The down counter output frequency of 91 cps is fed
through a buffer JK flip-flop to the "6" counter and an in-
verter to the shift register. See Figure 3.
To ensure immediate response from the down counter when
the oscillator input gate is opened, the counter is set to the
00000 state by the "6" counter at the end of each complete
cycle. Thus, the first state change is to 11111, resulting in
an output at the first positive to zero voltage transition of
the oscillator. Although the teletype start pulse may not,
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and most probably will not, occur simultaneously with a zero-
going transition of the 2910 cps oscillator, the division by
32 in the down counter results in less than a 1.5 msec delay
in the start of the "6" counter. Instability in the oscillator
is reduced by a factor of 32 through use of the down counter
and further improvement can be realized by increasing the number
of stages in the down counter.
Presetting of the down counter to the 00000 state is ac-
complished through the action of the "6" counter. A three
input NOR gate attached to the three stages of the "6" counter
emits a positive going pulse when the "6" counter returns to
the 000 state at the end of a teletype character. Passed
through a capacitor clamped to zero potential, and two inverter
stages, the transition becomes a positive 500 microsecond pulse
which is applied to the preset inputs of the down counter
stages, resulting in their setting to the 00000 state.
"6" Counter
The "6" counter, in conjunction with the shift register,
performs the primary control functions of the unit. Set up
as a ripple-carry counter, the "6" counter changes state every
22 msec, to correspond with the length of the teletype bits.
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the counter.
Consisting of three JK flip-flops and one 2 input NOR
gate, it is stepped through the normal binary states by the
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output of the binary down counter to a count of five, and
returns to its initial 000 state. The return of the 000 state
is manifested in a three input NOR gate as a level change from
positive to zero. This change is integrated and passed through
a pair of gates which reset the binary down counter, as pre-
viously described. All the interrogation flip-flops are also
reset by action of the "6" counter returning to the 000 state,
as well as the shut off of the oscillator input gate. Addi-
tionally, the three input NOR gate output permits proper opera-
tion of the shift register which provides timing signals to the
interrogation stages.
To obtain a greater speed for teletype input greater than
60 wpm there need be no changes in the "6" counter, since it is
driven directly from the binary down counter output, a sub-
multiple of the basic oscillator frequency.
Shift Register
To enable the interrogation flip-flops to operate at the
correct time, a shift register, driven by the binary down
counter is incorporated in the unit. Consisting of 11 flip-
flops clocked by the binary down counter, it emits, on five
separate lines, pulses 11 msec long, spaced 11 msec apart.
Figure 5 is the block diagram of the shift register.
The down counter output is inverted prior to entering
the shift register in order to space the five output signals in
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the center portion of each teletype information section. This
is possible because the JK flip-flops require a positive to zero
transition for complementation.
Through the action of the three input NOR gate in the "6"
counter the first stage of the shift register is allowed to be
complemented by the first two pulses from the binary down counter.
When the "6" counter changes state from the 000 state a positive
voltage is applied to the reset input of the first stage flip-
flop of the shift register, thereby inhibiting further comple-
mentation by the down counter output. The succeeding stages
perform as a normal shift register, each stage being conditioned
by the previous stage output, thus permitting a "1" to shift
down the register with each pulse from the binary down counter.
Because of timing requirements previously mentioned, output is
taken from every other stage of the register in order to obtain
the desired pulses.
Like the "6" counter, the shift register requires no modi-
fication for operation at any desired teletype speed since it
has no internal timing but is driven directly from the down
counter. Therefore, any desired speed, up to the inherent limi-
tations of the individual elements may be readily obtained.
Character Recognition Stages
Character recognition is accomplished through the action of
five JK flip-flops fed in parallel from the teletype input line.
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In order to preset the flip-flops, depending on the desired
character to be recognized, the flip-flop level lines may receive
the direct or inverted signal. Since the flip-flops utilized in
this unit require the level gates to be at zero potential and the
complementing input to change from positive to zero for comple-
mentation, the incoming signal must be made to be at zero potential
during the time interval each flip-flop is activated by the shift
register outputs.
Appendix II is a standard representation of the teletype code
which can be utilized to set up the selective call device for any
desired character. Neglecting the start pulse which is not used in
the recognition stages, each information pulse is numbered one to
five to correspond with each of the flip-flops of the recognition
stages. Setting up the stages for the desired character is done by
inverting the input to each flip-flop for which the corresponding
pulse is a space, or absence of darkness on the chart. Mark, or
dark, pulses are not inverted. The inversion process could easily
be accomplished by providing a SPDT toggle switch or provisions
for jumper wires, for each recognition flip-flop.
As a result of the internal timing previously described, the
shift register emits a zero-going pulse to the first flip-flop
in the character recognition stages during the center of the
first information section of the teletype character. (Reference
to Figure 8, the timing chart will be of assistance in the under-
standing of the timing signals in the unit). If that portion of
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the character is reflected as zero voltage on the flip-flop
date when the shift register pulse occurs, the flip-flop changes
state, otherwise it remains as set by the "6" counter. Each of
the five flip-flops operates similarly, each being pulsed sequen-
tially in the center of its respective information section of the
input character.
The "0" side of the flip-flops are fed to a five input NOR
gate, resulting in a positive going signal at the output of the
gate if all five flip-flops have been set by the shift register
and the incoming signal. This signal is inverted and the resultant
zero going signal is used to complement another flip-flop, this
action being used to indicate the reception of the desired char-
acter, Setting of the sixth flip-flop opens a gate allowing
teletype signals to enter the next recognition stage.
At the end of the teletype character, immediately prior to
the stop pulse, the "6" counter returns to the 000 state. The
positive going signal from the three input NOR gate in the "6"
counter is integrated and stretched in two inverters to generate
character recognition flip-flops to reset them for interrogation
of the next incoming signal. The sixth flip-flop, however, is not
reset except as discussed in the description of the sequence
recognition portion of the unit.
In regard to individual recognition of characters, all
stages operate identically and thus will not be further described.
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^Recognition of the desired character sequence is dependent on
individual recognition, as described, but also requires further
circuitry.
Sequence Recognition
Although individual character recognition is of major
importance, equally demanding is the process of proper sequence
recognition. In order to accomplish sequential operation, each
character recognition stage is activated by the reception of the
previously desired character and setting of the sixth flip-flop
in the recognition stages, with the exception of the first stage
which is permanently connected to the input teletype line while
the unit is searching for the required sequence.
A series of gates and mono-stable multivibrators are utilized,
as shown in Figure 7. to provide the logical decisions required in
the sequence process. Primary data is supplied by the individual
flip-flops driven by the five input NOR gate in each recognition
stage. When the first stage is set to "1" by the reception of the
required character, the "0" terminal opens a gate allowing entry
of the signal to the next stage. The zero voltage is also applied
to one of three inputs to a NOR gate, both actions occurring simul-
taneously during the fifth information pulse of the teletype signal
The second input to the gate is the "1" side of the following
recognition stage output flip-flop while the third is from the ABC
output of the "6" counter. Since the following stage has been
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set to "0", zero voltage is applied to the second input of the
gate. Prior to the return of the "6" counter to the 000 state,
at the end of the fifth information pulse, the ABC line is
positive, resulting in a zero level at the output of the NOR gate.
Setting of the stage flip-flop to the "1" state results
in a positive going pulse which triggers a 30 msec monostable
mul ti -vibrator , the output of which is fed, as a positive pulse,
to a two terminal NOR gate. When the "6" counter returns to its
000 state the ABC line goes to zero, resulting in a positive
going pulse from the three input NOR gate. This pulse starts a
five msec one-shot, the positive output pulse of which is inverted
and applied to the remaining input of the gate attached to the
30 msec one -shot. This 5 msec zero level pulse attempts to cause
a positive pulse at the output of the two terminal gate, but the
positive 30 msec pulse inhibits an output pulse by maintaining
the output at zero voltage. Had this inhibiting action not
occurred, the output pulse would have been applied, through a
gate and inverter, to all stage output flip-flops, resetting them
to "0".
Thus, the unit has successfully interpreted the first char-
acter and opened the input line to the second stage. If the
second character is not the desired signal, the unit must reset
the first stage and resume looking for the first character.
Otherwise, the gate to the third stage is opened, allowing that
stage to examine the incoming signal.
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Assuming the second character is not the desired letter,
the following action occurs. The required zero voltages are not
present at the five input NOR gate in the second recognition
stage so the stage output flip-flop does not change state. There-
fore, the signal gate to the third stage does not open and the
voltage on the third input of the NOR gate in the preceding stage
remains at zero. When the "6" counter returns to 000, the ABC
line goes to zero, causing a positive going pulse to be emitted
from the three input NOR gate in the preceding stage, triggering
the five msec one-shot. The positive five msec pulse is inverted
and applied as a zero going pulse to the two input gate, the other
input of which is at zero because the 30 msec one -shot has not
been tripped. The positive five msec pulse from the gate is
passed by another gate (which inverts it) and inverted to form
a five msec pulse that resets all stage output flip-flops to the
"0" state and closes the signal gates to all but the first stage.
The unit is, consequently, forced to look again for the entire
sequence.
If, however, the desired signal was received at the second
stage, the sequence of events would be as follows: The second
stage final flip-flop changes to the "1" state, applying zero
voltage to the second stage three input gate, setting it up for
a change of state by the ABC line. The signal gate to the third
stage is opened by the same voltage. Positive voltage from the
"1" output is applied to the third input of the first stage three
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input gate, preventing an output when the ABC line goes to zero,
thus preventing triggering of the first stage five msec one-
shot. However, the positive voltage does trigger the second
stage 30 msec one -shot. Fifteen msec later the "6" counter
returns to 000 and the ABC line, through the three input NOR gate,
triggers the second stage five msec one -shot. This pulse is,
however, inhibited from passing to the reset line, as described
in the first stage action. The unit is then ready for the next
character.
Similar action occurs for each stage until a proper uninter-
rupted sequence is received, at which time the final stage flip-
flop inhibits further signals from entering the signal recognition
section as well as tripping an external indicator or relay to
allow the completion of the signal path to the desired receptor
machine.
Although not wired in this unit, another character sequence
set of stages could easily be attached to recognize a turn-off
signal. Since the sequence NNNN is normally utilized as standard
procedure, four stages set up for this sequence could be attached
to the basic unit to recognize end of messages and reset the unit
for call sign recognition, cutting off the signal line to the
receptor machine.
Because of the monostable flip-flops used in this section
of the device, a number of changes are required if a different
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operating speed is required. However, because of the simplicity
of the one -shots, the modifications are very simple, requiring
the substitution of one resistor or capacitor in each element.
With two one-shots in each recognition stage, the changes re-
quired are a multiple of two, that multiple being the number of
character recognition stages required. Referring to Appendix II,
it can be seen that the period of the one-shots is equal to the
product of resistance and capacitance utilized, making period
modifications easily and quickly obtainable.
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8. Conclusions and Acknowledgement
Although the preceding circuit descriptions lead one to
feel the device is complex, it is in reality a straight -forward
circuit that is easy to trouble shoot in the event of failure.
This, coupled with the advantages of the microcircuits, results
in what should be a reliably operating device. No elaborate
tests have been devised to ascertain a "mean time between
failures" figure, but the device has operated for many hours
with input from a local tape unit and has not failed to recognize
the desired code. Operation on Amateur Radio frequencies have
yielded similar results. Re -packaging and construction with
Mil -Spec components would undoubtedly contribute to an increased
reliability in an apparently already reliable circuit.
Incorporation of this or a similar device on existing circuits
would be a relatively painless method of obtaining multiple channel
operation with the benefit of increased security. Its value on
fleet broadcasts would be the decreased workload on the ship-
board operators and decreased dispersion of security information.
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor
Paul E. Cooper for the assistance and encouragement given him in
the construction of the unit and the advice offered in the prepara-
tion of this thesis.
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The Micrologic Buffer element (Part No. 900) is a low impe-
dance inverting driver circuit. Because of its very low source
impedance the element can supply substantially more output than
the basic RTL circuit. As a consequence, the Buffer element is
valuable in driving heavily loaded circuits or minimizing rise
time deterioration due to capacitive loading, such as in line
driver applications. A resistor is internally connected to the
Buffer Element input which may be returned to the supply voltage
if capacitive coupling is desired. Typical applications of this
type connection are astable and monostable multivibrators, and
for differentiation of pulses. This element has a noise immunity
of 300 mv with a propagation delay of 15 nsec. The fan-in limit
is six load units and the fan-out capability is 80 load units.
A load unit is defined as 200 uamps.
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914 DUAL TWO -INPUT GATE ELEMENT
TYPICAL VALUES
o O Vmts
The Micrologic Dual Two Input Gate element (Part No. 9 14) is
a dual combination of two-input resistor transistor logic (RTL)
circuits, one of four similar basic NAND/NOR gates produced by
Fairchild. The versatility of the NAND/NOR function permits the
generation of any logic function through the exclusive use of
dual two input gate elements. In addition to the applications
of other gate type elements, the dual two input circuits may be
cross-connected to form a flip-flop, or in tandem to form non-
inverting gates. Each element may be used as an inverter by
grounding one input terminal. The propagation delay of these
elements is 10 nsec with a noise immunity of 300 mv. Fan-in
capability of three load units and fan-out is 16 load units.
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915 DUAL THREE INPUT GATE ELEMENT
+i.l Vd-TU
TYPICAL VALUES
The Micrologic Dual Three input Gate element (Part No. 915)
is a dual combination of three input resistor-transistor logic
circuits. This element is similar in operation to the Dual Two
Input Gate (Part No. 914) but has the increased versatility
provided by three inputs. In addition to the usual gate type
applications, the dual three input elements may be cross-
connected to form a flip-flop with two set and two reset inputs,
or in tandem to form non-inverting gates. Identical to the 914
unit, the propagation delay is 10 nsec, noise immunity of 300 mv,










The Micrologic JK Flip Flop Element (Part No. 923) is a
resistor transistor logic (RTL) circuit capable of operation
up to two megacycles. Composed of a relatively large number of
elements, the circuit finds applications in shift registers,
binary counting circuits, storage devices, and a multitude of
other circuits. For complementation of the flip-flop, it is
required that the set and reset inputs be at zero potential and
the complementing signal be a positive to zero transition. A
positive potential at the present input will set the "1" output
to zero voltage. Propagation delay is increased over the other
elements of this line, being 40 nsec . Noise immunity remains
at 300 mv with a fan-in limit of 3 units and a fan-out of 16
load units.
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927 QUAD INVERTER ELEMENT
+ i.t Voui*
TYPICAL VtflU«
The Micrologic Quad Inverter element (Part No. 927) consists
of four resistor-transistor circuits arranged to provide a
logic inversion of the input signal. Useful in a large number
of inversion applications, these elements may also be used as
monostable multivibrators when properly connected, as shown on
the next page of this report. The propagation delay is 12 nsec
with a noise immunity of 300 mv. Each unit has a fan-in capa-
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